An individuals control chart is usually used to monitor shifts in the process mean when it is not possible to form subgroups. The moving range of two successive process measures is used as the basis for estimating the process variability. Similar to the case of the R X − and S X − charts, the individualsmoving range (I-MR) charts are used simultaneously in the monitoring of the process mean and variance respectively for individual observations, requiring maintaining two different charts. In this article, a new approach is suggested where the measurements of both the process mean and variance are plotted on one chart. It is referred to as the combined I-MR chart. An average run length (ARL) study is conducted to evaluate its performance with respect to shifts in the process mean and variance. Examples are provided.
Introduction
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process monitoring involving individual observations. The monitoring of individual observations is also important in situations where repeat measurements on a process differ only because of laboratory or analysis error, as in many chemical processes.
Traditionally, individuals control charts are used in the monitoring of processes involving individual observations. For such cases, the moving range charts are employed in the monitoring of the process variability. Here, the moving range of two successive observations is defined as (Montgomery, 2001 ):
A moving range chart is established by plotting the moving ranges computed from eq. (1) based on the limits
where MR is the average of the moving range computed from a preliminary set of data. After establishing an in-control state for the process variability, the individuals chart is set up by plotting the individual observations, i X , on a chart with limits (Montgomery, 2001) :
Note that in eqs. (2a), (2c), (3a) and (3c), 3 D ,
4
D and 2 d are control chart constants for n = 2 whose values are given in most quality control textbooks.
A Combined I-MR Chart
Let i X , i = 1, 2, …, represent individual observations from a process for a quality characteristic of interest. It is assumed that i X ∼ ( )
, where a = 0 and b = 1 indicate that the process is in-control; otherwise, the process is out-of-control. Here, µ and σ denote the on-target mean and standard deviation. Define Figure 1 . Note that the individual observations can also be generated from other normal distributions. From Figure 1, 
The statistic i C will be large when the process mean has shifted away from its target value and/or when the process variance has increased or decreased.
Because the correlation of i M and i V is negligible, it is shown (Appendix) that the approximate density function of i C for the incontrol case is
where ( )
are the density and distribution functions of a standard normal random variable respectively. The combined I-MR chart only requires an upper control limit (UCL) because i C is nonnegative. Suppose that the desired Type-I error set by management is α, then the UCL can be obtained from the following integral:
Steps for Implementing the Combined I-MR Chart The following steps serve as guidelines in setting up a combined I-MR chart:
If the process parameter(s) are unknown, then they are estimated as follow: The process mean, µ, is estimated from the formula,
, where m is the number of observations in the stable preliminary data set used in the estimation. The process standard deviation, σ, is estimated using Investigate the cause(s) for each out-ofcontrol point so that appropriate corrective actions can be taken.
Plots for Determining the UCL Figure 2 gives a plot for approximating the UCL based on a desired Type-I error. The plot is based on in-control ARLs ( s ARL 0 ) between 100 and 1000. It is constructed from points (UCL , A sensitivity analysis can be performed using the Mathematica 4.0 program in Figure 3 to obtain the exact UCL for a desired Type-I error. The following example shows how a sensitivity analysis is performed, assuming that the Type-I error is set at α = 0.004. The corresponding in-control ARL is 0 ARL = 250. The value of UCL approximated from the plot in Figure 2 is 3.08. Values of α which correspond to values of UCLs close to the one approximated, i.e., 3.08 are computed using the program in Figure 3 and are tabulated in Table  1 . From Table 1 , it is noticed that the value of UCL which produces the closest Type-I error to α = 004 . 0 250 1 = is 3.09.
A Study on the Performance of the Combined I-MR Chart A simulation study is conducted using SAS version 8 to compute the ARL values of the combined I-MR chart based on 0 ARL = 250 and 500. Each ARL reading is based on 5000 simulation trials. The UCLs are determined, using the approach discussed in the previous section, to be 3.09 and 3.29 for 0 ARL = 250 and 500 respectively. Shifts in both the process mean and variance are considered. The process mean shifts from µ to µ + aσ while the process variance from σ to bσ, where a = 0 and b = 1 represent the in-control case. The values of a ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 3} and b ∈ {1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.2, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5} are considered. The simulation results for 0 ARL = 250 and 500 are given in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.
Both Tables 2 and 3 show that as the magnitude of the shift (either in the process mean or variance or both) increases, the value of ARL decreases. For example, consider the case of b = 1 and a ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, …, 3} in Table 2 , where only the process mean shifts. The ARL values for this case are 275.71, 234.75, 153.14, …, 2.13 for a = 0, 0.25, 0.5, …, 3 respectively, where the values show a declining trend as the magnitude of the shift in the mean increases. A similar trend is observed when only the process variance shifts. For example, from The combined I-MR chart has an advantage over the traditional individuals and moving range charts because the former allows practitioners to set the joint Type-I error of the two charts. Conversely, the Type-I error of the traditional moving range chart cannot be set by practitioners because it is based on fixed limits given in eqs. (2a) -(2c) . Another advantage of using the combined chart is practitioners do not have to plot two charts separately, i.e, one each for individual measurements and moving ranges. Due to the advent of modern computers, the computation of the combined I-MR chart's statistics in eqs. (4), (5) and (6) is only a trivial problem.
Applications
Two examples will be given to illustrate how the combined I-MR chart is used in real situations. They are based on observations generated from SAS version 8. The in-control observations are assumed to follow a standard normal distribution. Out-of-control observations are generated from a ( )
The first example deals with a shift in the process mean while the second a shift in the process variance. The Type-I error for the two examples is set as α = 0.004 which corresponds to 0 ARL = 250. Thus, the UCL is determined to be 3.09.
Example 1
The first 5 observations are generated from a N(0,1) distribution to represent the incontrol situation. Observations 6 to 20 which represent the out-of-control situation involving a shift in the mean are generated from a N(3,1) distribution. Here, the magnitude of the shift in the mean in multiples of standard deviation is a = 3. The individual observations generated, i X , i = 1, 2, …, 20 together with the computed i M , i V and i C statistics are shown in Table 4 . The combined I-MR chart is plotted in Figure 4 .
The chart shows that out-of-control signals due to a shift in the mean are detected at observations 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19 and 20 . Following the first out-of-control signal at observation 7, an investigation needs to be made to search for the assignable cause(s) so that the process can return to an in-control state again.
Example 2
This example involves a shift in the variance. The first 5 observations which represent the in-control case are generated from a standard normal distribution. This is followed by generating the next 15 observations from a N(0,4) distribution, where the magnitude of the shift in the standard deviation is b = 2. Table 5 summarizes the values of the individual observations, Note: * indicates the out-of-control point 
